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Abstra t

We study the approximability of edge-disjoint paths and related problems. In the
edge-disjoint paths problem (EDP), we are given a network G with sour e-sink pairs
(si ; ti ), 1  i  k , and the goal is to nd a largest subset of sour e-sink pairs that
an be simultaneously onne ted in an edge-disjoint manner. We show that in dire ted
networks, for any  > 0, EDP is NP-hard to approximate within m1=2  . We also design simple approximation algorithms that a hieve essentially mat hing approximation
guarantees for some generalizations of EDP. Another related lass of routing problems
that we study on erns EDP with the additional onstraint that the routing paths be of
bounded length. We show that, for any  > 0, bounded length EDP is hard to approxp
imate within m1=2  even in undire ted networks, and give an O( m)-approximation
algorithm for it. For dire ted networks, we show that even the single sour e-sink pair
ase (i.e. nd the maximum number of paths of bounded length between a given sour esink pair) is hard to approximate within m1=2  , for any  > 0.
approximation algorithms, bounded length edge-disjoint paths, edge-disjoint
paths, hardness of approximation, multi ommodity ow, network routing, unsplittable
ow, vertex-disjoint paths.
Keywords:
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Introdu tion

In the edge-disjoint paths problem, denoted EDP, we are given a (possibly dire ted) graph G
and a set T = f(si ; ti ) : 1  i  kg of k sour e-sink pairs, and the obje tive is to onne t a
maximum number of these pairs via edge-disjoint paths. EDP turns out to be a fundamental,
extensively studied problem in the elds of ombinatorial optimization, algorithmi graph
theory and operations resear h, and is one of the lassi al NP-hard problems [9℄. This
paper investigates the approximability of EDP and of two related lasses of network routing
problems (on undire ted as well as dire ted graphs) that are natural generalizations and
variants of EDP. We now de ne these lasses of problems for the dire ted graph ase; we
omit de ning their standard restri tions to the undire ted ase.
In multi ommodity problems, we are given a dire ted
graph G = (V; A) and a set T of k sour e-sink pairs as above. We let m = jAj and n = jV j
throughout. In addition, we are given an integer apa ity fun tion u : A ! Z on the ar s,
and a positive integer demand di for ea h (si ; ti ) pair in T , 1  i  k; di represents the
bandwidth requested for ow from sour e si to sink ti . The sour e-sink pairs need not be
at distin t verti es. We use the notation umin and dmax to denote the minimum apa ity
and maximum demand value respe tively. In all versions dis ussed, we assume that the
bandwidth assigned (or reserved) for a pair (si ; ti ) indu es a standard network ow between
si and ti of value di . Depending on the version addressed, we may require extra onditions
on ea h of these si -ti ows, e.g., for unsplittable ow problems, we require ea h si -ti ow to
be sent on a single path.
We denote by Pi the set of all (simple) dire ted paths in G from si to ti . A routing (of T )
in G is an assignment x : P ! R+ of weights to dire ted paths in G, where P = [1ik Pi .
P
A routing is said to ful ll the demand di for pair i, if (x(P ) : P 2 Pi ) = di , i.e, if the
following demand onstraint is satis ed with equality:
Multi ommodity Flow Problems:

X

2 P i )  di :

(1)

2 P ; e is an ar of P )  u(e)

(2)

(x(P ) : P

A routing x satis es the ar apa ities if

P

(x(P ) : P

holds for every ar e 2 A.
We onsider several versions of these multi ommodity routing problems. In ea h ase,
there is a pro t ri  0 asso iated with ea h demand pair (si ; ti ) and we wish to maximize
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our total pro t. The ommon thread is that we only gain pro t for the pair (si ; ti ) if our
routing has ful lled its demand di .
We an onsider two basi feasibility models: (i) unsplittable ow (USF), where we only
gain pro t for the demand pair (si ; ti ) if our routing has assigned a ow of value di to a
single path in Pi , and, (ii) splittable ow (SF), where we gain the pro t ri as long as our
routing has assigned a total weight of di to the paths in Pi . In the splittable version, if we
further require our routings to be integral, then we refer to the model as integral splittable
ow (ISF). Throughout, we let Ou ; Ois ; Os respe tively denote the maximum earnable pro t
from a feasible routing for the unsplittable, integral-splittable and splittable versions. One
natural assumption is made throughout for all versions of the problem:
The input graph always has enough apa ity
to satisfy any single demand.

(3)

Note that in the spe ial ase when all demands, apa ities and pro ts equal one, both
USF and ISF redu e to EDP. Hen e these problems are NP-hard themselves, whi h motivates
the investigation of their eÆ ient approximability, whi h is one of the fo uses of this paper.
A se ond set of problems
that we study here is that of routing a maximum number of edge-disjoint paths between
spe i ed sour e-sink pairs in a network su h that ea h of the paths used is of length at
most L, for some length-bound L that is also part of the problem instan e. We refer to this
problem as BLEDP. As observed in Kleinberg [16℄, this length onstraint, whi h arises quite
naturally in pra ti al routing problems, an transform tra table disjoint paths problems
into NP-hard variants. For instan e, even the single sour e-single sink ase of this problem,
referred to as (s; t)-BLEDP, is NP-hard.
Bounded Length Edge Disjoint Paths (BLEDP) Problems:

1.1

Overview of Our Results

,
and ISF: Approximation algorithms for USF and EDP have been extensively studied in prior works [23, 10, 1, 18, 19, 15, 16, 17, 28, 2, 21, 22, 6℄; [16℄ provides a omprehensive
ba kground on these and related problems. The best known approximation fa tor for EDP is
p
p
O( m) [16℄ (an O( m) approximation for weighted EDP, where pro ts are not ne essarily
p
all one, is presented in [28℄). In re ent work, an O( m) approximation algorithm has been
obtained for the more general USF problem [2℄, under the assumption that dmax  umin.
EDP USF
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p

The pre eding result improves upon the O( m log m) approximation algorithm of [22℄ for
USF. All these approximation bounds are rather weak and re e t the generally appre iated
hardness of these problems. Yet no better hardness than MAX SNP-hardness is known for
any of these problems. We prove that even EDP on dire ted graphs is NP-hard to approximate within a fa tor of m1=2  for any  > 0; our proof is surprisingly simple and does not
rely on the PCP theorem. Re ently, Ma and Wang [24℄ have independently shown a weaker
hardness result, namely, EDP on dire ted graphs is Quasi-NP-hard to approximate within
1 
2O(log m) for any  > 0. Their proof uses the hardness of approximating Label Cover,
and hen e relies on the PCP theorem.
p
On the algorithmi side, we present a simple randomized O( m log3=2 m) approximation
algorithm for USF with polynomially bounded demands, without making the assumption
that dmax  umin. With the assumption that dmax  umin, the approximation guarantee
p
of our algorithm improves to O( m log m log log m). While the pre eding approximation
p
guarantee is weaker than the O( m) bound a hieved re ently by [2℄, the signi an e of
our result lies in the fa t that our randomized algorithm uses, perhaps, the most basi
rounding s heme introdu ed by Raghavan and Thompson [26℄ and our analysis relies on
elementary ombinatorial arguments and straightforward Cherno -type bounds. We also
p
a hieve an O( m log2 m) approximation for USF using a simple greedy algorithm; the main
ontribution here is extending the analysis of [22℄ for EDP to handle general apa ities.
While our strong inapproximability results above apply only for the dire ted ase, we an
also prove the (on e again tight up to polylogarithmi fa tors) result that undire ted USF
is NP-hard to approximate within n1=2  , for any  > 0, if we onsider the node- apa itated
version [17℄ instead.
The ISF problem was shown to be NP-hard on dire ted as well as undire ted graphs
(even with just two sour es and sinks) in [7℄ and also for trees in [10℄, and to our knowledge
no expli it results on its approximability appear in the literature. Our hardness result for
EDP trivially implies a similar hardness bound for approximating ISF on dire ted graphs.
In fa t, an easy redu tion from Independent Set (where the demand pairs play the role of
the nodes) shows that the same hardness bound of m1=2  applies for the undire ted ase
as well. This same redu tion shows that the \fra tional" splittable version of the problem
remains as hard to approximate. On the algorithmi side, we present a simple greedy
algorithm, again generalizing the one in [22℄, that a hieves an approximation guarantee of
p
O( mdmax log2 m).
5

BLEDP

: We show that

BLEDP

an be approximated in polynomial time within a fa tor

p
of O( m). We prove a mat hing hardness result of m1=2  for any  > 0 that works for

undire ted graphs as well. For (s; t)-BLEDP we prove an inapproximability result of m1=2 
for dire ted graphs, and MAX SNP-hardness for undire ted (and dire ted) graphs. The
MAX SNP-hardness applies even when the length bound is a (small) onstant. We also
p
present a simple greedy algorithm for BLEDP that a hieves an O( m) approximation.
Remark: In general, dire ted versions of these problems appear to be harder than their

undire ted ounterparts. A ordingly, all our algorithms are des ribed for the dire ted
ase, but they all work for the undire ted ase as well. Regarding hardness results, unless
mentioned otherwise the result applies only to the dire ted ase { but if a hardness result
is stated or proved spe i ally for the undire ted ase, we stress that a similar result will
hold for the dire ted ase as well.
1.2

Organization

A portion of our algorithmi work follows a linear programming (LP) based approa h, and
hen e we begin by des ribing the relaxations we use, bound their integrality gaps, and note
a useful property about the stru ture of basi feasible solutions in Se tion 2. In Se tion 3, we
present the hardness results for EDP, USF and ISF, and present an LP-based approximation
for USF. We study the hardness of BLEDP problems in Se tion 4. Finally, in Se tion 5,
we present simple greedy algorithms for all versions of our problems that almost mat h the
orresponding hardness bounds.
2

LP Formulations and Rounding

A natural relaxation (in the sense of the obje tive fun tion) of all of
the network routing problems that we study in this paper is the following linear program
(LP) LP-Basi .

LP Formulations:

k
X
ri X
maxf
(
x(P )) : x  0 and satis es the
d
i=1 i P 2Pi
onstraints (1); (2)g

(4)

Let LPs denote the optimum value of this LP. Of ourse, in solving su h an LP, one would
resort to the well-known ompa t formulation whi h uses variables fei for the ow for the
6

demand pair (si ; ti ) through edge e, for ea h i 2 [k℄ and e 2 A. For the purposes of
exposition, however, we view our solutions as ve tors in RP . For any su h ve tor x, we
denote by supp(x) (support of x) the set of paths P for whi h x(P ) > 0.
One sees immediately that LPs may be mu h more than our desired optimum.
Let G be a y le with a unit apa ity on ea h ar , and a demand of size 2
and a pro t of 1 between ea h pair of verti es. Then LPs = m=2, however, Ois = Os = 1
(N.B. Ou = 0 and would hen e violate (3)).
Example 2.1

For many versions of our problems, we may easily amend the LP formulation to get a
tighter relaxation. For instan e, in the unsplittable version we de ne Pi to be those paths
in Pi for whi h ea h ar has apa ity at least di (and let P  be the union of these sets).
Clearly, any feasible solution to the unsplittable problem may only use the paths in P  in
its support. Thus we de ne the linear program LP-Unsplit:
k
X
ri X
(
x(P )) : x  0 and satis es the
d
i=1 i P 2Pi
onstraints (1); (2)g

maxf

(5)

We use LPu to denote the optimum value of this LP. Clearly we have Ou  LPu  LPs
and Ou  Ois  Os  LPs . Again, we view solutions as ve tors in RP  . It turns out that
this LP is a better approximation for the unsplittable ow problem than (4) was for the
p
splittable ow problem. We will see that Ou = (LPu =( m  polylog(m))).
For a solution x to any of our LP's, we use Sg (x) to denote the set of (good) demand
pairs (si ; ti ) for whi h (1) is satis ed with equality. Let Sb (x) denotes the set of demand
pairs (si ; ti ) whi h are not good but for whi h the left hand side of (1) is positive. Finally,
let S (x) = Sb (x) [ Sg (x) be the set of demand pairs whi h are at least partially satis ed.
There seems to be very little known about the stru ture of basi solutions for su h multiommodity LP's. One elementary result we an prove is the following.
Proposition 2.1

If x is a basi optimal solution to (4) or (5), then jsupp(x)j  jSg (x)j+m.

We argue this proposition for (4) but the same holds for (5). One easily sees that
ea h unit ve tor in RP is feasible for (4) and hen e the solution spa e is full-dimensional (i.e.
has dimension jPj). It follows that any basi solution must satisfy some linearly independent
subsystem of jPj onstraints. The result now follows.

Proof:
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Proposition 2.1 gives the following weak lower bound on the number of pairs whi h are
satis ed by an unsplit ow (i.e. their demand is satis ed along a single ow path).
If x is a basi optimal solution to (4), then at least jS (x)j m pairs are
satis ed by an unsplit ow under x.
Proposition 2.2

Let x be a basi optimal solution to (4). Ea h demand pair (si ; ti ) is satis ed
by an unsplit ow under x if and only if (si ; ti ) 2 Sg (x) and jsupp(x) \ Pi j = 1. Let Su(x)
denote the set of su h pairs. Then, by Proposition 2.1, we have:
Proof:

jSg (x)j + m  jsupp(x)j
 jSu(x)j + jSb (x)j + 2jSg (x) Su(x)j
The last inequality above follows from the fa t that ea h pair in Sg (x) n Su (x) has at least
two ow-paths asso iated with it. Hen e jSu (x)j  jSb (x)j + jSg (x)j m = jS (x)j m, as
required.
If our demands set T onsists of every pair of verti es in G and for ea h pair of verti es
i 6= j there is a positive integral demand d(ij ), then we all this an all-pairs instan e. The
pre eding immediately implies:
If all pro ts equal one, i.e if r  1, then Os  Ois  Ou  LPs m, and in
parti ular for any all-pairs instan e, the LP (4) gives a 2-approximation algorithm as long
as d(ij )  u(ij ) for ea h (i; j ) 2 A.

Corollary 2.1

Another orollary, using Example 2.1, is a tightness result for the formulation (4) { the
proof is easy and is omitted.
Corollary 2.2

Os  Ois  Ou  21m LPs .

We will later show how the LP formulation for USF an be rounded to obtain an approximate solution with performan e ratio
almost mat hing our hardness result. We now review a standard rounding te hnique and
develop some bounds on its performan e that we will use in our analysis later.
Consider a solution to our LP formulation for USF. Let zi denote the fra tion of the
demand between the pair (si ; ti ) that is satis ed by this solution. De ompose the ow of
value zi di into a set of ow paths f i;1 ; i;2 ; :::; i;qi g where ow on path i;j is given by fi;j .

Standard Rounding and Deviation Bounds:
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Now onsider the following randomized rounding pro edure, introdu ed by Raghavan and
Thompson [26℄ in a lassi paper. We rst hoose whether or not to route pair (si ; ti ); ea h
pair (si ; ti ) is routed with probability zi , and the de ision is made independent of any other
pairs. If we hoose to route pair (si ; ti ), we toss a qi -sided di e with the property that the
j th fa e shows up with probability fi;j =(zi di ). We hoose to route the pair along the path
i;j if the j th fa e turns up. This rounding pro edure is referred to as the standard rounding
from here on. In what follows, we develop some properties of this rounding pro edure. We
start by stating some well-known deviation bounds [4, 11℄.
(Cherno -Hoe ding Bounds) Let X1 , X2 , . . . , X` be a set of k indepenP
dent random variables in [0; 1℄ and let X = `i=1 Xi .
Proposition 2.3

1. For any Æ  0, we have:

Pr[X > (1 + Æ)E (X )℄ 

eÆ
(1 + Æ)1+Æ

!E (X )

2. For 0  Æ < 1, we have:

Pr[X < (1 Æ)E (X )℄  e

( ) 2:

Æ2 E X =

Consider an LP solution to an instan e of the USF problem in whi h
ea h demand is at least 1. Let S be a set of ar s and let fe denote the ow through an ar
e 2 S in an LP solution. Then if X is the random variable indi ating the total number
of paths in the standard rounding solution that use at least one ar in the set S , Pr[X >
 maxfPe2S fe; log mg℄ < 1=m2 for some suitably large onstant .

Proposition 2.4

For ea h demand pair (si ; ti ), onsider the standard de omposition of the ow
from si to ti in the LP solution into at most m path ows from si to ti and a ow of value
0. Let i denote the set of si-ti paths in the ow de omposition that use at least one ar
in S . Let f ( i) denote the total ow on all ow paths in the set i . Finally, let Xi be a
0=1 random variable that indi ates whether or not any path in i is hosen in the rounded
P
solution. Clearly, E (Xi ) = f ( i )=di and X = i Xi . By linearity of expe tation, we have
P
E [X ℄ = i f ( i )=di .
Let be a positive real onstant and let
Proof:

P

maxf i (f ( i )=di ); log mg
1:
Æ=
E [X ℄
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By the de nition of Æ, we have 1 + Æ  . Sin e Xi 's are independent random variables, we
an use the bound in Proposition 2.3(1) to derive the following inequality for  2e.
Pr[X >

 maxfE [X ℄; log mg℄ 

The proposition now follows from the fa t that
ea h di is at least 1.

P

 1 E (X )
21+Æ

 m12 :
2 fe

e S

 Pi f ( i)  Pi f ( i)=di sin e

If umin=dmax  log m for some suitably large onstant , then USF an be
approximated to within a onstant fa tor.
Corollary 2.3

Solve LP-Unsplit, s ale the ow down by a fa tor of 1= , where is a positive
onstant, and perform the standard rounding. If is hosen suÆ iently large, then it follows
from Proposition 2.3(1) that w.h.p.1 no ar apa ity is violated in the rounding pro edure.
On the other hand, the expe ted value of the solution obtained is (LPu ). The result
follows.
Proof:

EDP, USF and ISF

3

3.1

Hardness of Approximating

EDP

(USF and

)

ISF

Re all that in the edge-disjoint paths problem (EDP), we are given a graph G and a set T of
k sour e-sink pairs (s1 ; t1 ); : : : ; (sk ; tk ), and the goal is to nd a subset S  T of maximum
ardinality su h that all (si ; ti ) pairs in S an be onne ted by edge-disjoint paths. The
p
best known approximation fa tor for EDP is an O( m)-approximation [16℄. We now prove
an essentially mat hing hardness result on dire ted graphs.
Suppose we are given a dire ted instan e [G = (V; A); T = f(si ; ti ) : i 2
[k℄; si ; ti 2 V g℄ with jAj = m. Then, for any  > 0, it is NP-hard to distinguish whether all
k pairs in T an be onne ted by edge-disjoint paths or at most a fra tion 1=m1=2  of the
k pairs an be onne ted.

Theorem 1

1

We use the abbreviation \w.h.p" throughout the paper to mean \with high probability" or, more pre-

isely, \with probability 1

n

, where

n is the number of nodes in the graph and

is a onstant that an

be set arbitrarily large by appropriately adjusting other onstants de ned within the relevant ontext."
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Figure 1: The redu tion from 2DIRPATH to EDP
In other words, the diÆ ulty of the problem is not due to determining whi h subset of
pairs to \route", but lies in determining the edge-disjoint routes for given pairs.
Proof of Theorem 1:

The proof is by a redu tion from the following well-known NP-hard

problem [8℄:
:
Instan e: A dire ted graph H = (V; A), distin t verti es x1 ; x2 ; y1 ; y2 2 V .
Question: Are there two edge-disjoint dire ted paths, one from x1 to y1 and the other
from x2 to y2 , in H ?
Problem:

2DIRPATH

Given an  > 0, we onstru t a dire ted graph G (whi h will be the dire ted graph
underlying our EDP instan e) from H as follows. The starting point in the onstru tion of
G will be the graph G0 , whi h we refer to as the skeleton, whose basi stru ture is des ribed
below. The graph G0 will omprise of verti es si; ti for 1  i  N , where N = jAjd1=e ,
(2) (1) (2)
together with verti es fh(1)
ij ; hij ; vij ; vij : 1  j < i  N g and the \diagonal" verti es
fdii : 1  i  N g. The verti es are onne ted in a grid-like fashion as follows. Ea h si is
11

onne ted by a dire ted path Pi to ti where

h

Pi = si; vi(1)1 ; vi(2)1 ; vi(1)2 ; vi(2)2 ; : : : ; vi;i(1) 1 ; vi;i(2) 1; dii ;
i
(2)
(1) (2)
h(1)
i+1;i ; hi+1;i ; : : : ; hn;i ; hn;i ; ti

Note that there are 4 points asso iated with ea h grid point ex ept the diagonal verti es
and the boundary verti es. The edge set of G0 will be the (disjoint) union of the edges in
the paths Pi for 1  i  N . (For geometri intuition, one an identify si; ti with the points
(N i + 1; 0) and (0; i) on the 2-dimensional grid, and visualize Pi as the path onne ting
(N i + 1; 0) with (0; i) on the 2-dimensional grid that rst goes \up" the y-dire tion,
makes a single bend, and then goes \left" along the x-dire tion. The \ij interse tion" an
be thought of as lo ated at the point (N i + 1; j ) of the 2-dimensional grid.)
The graph G is onstru ted by making the following modi ation to G0 at ea h \ij
interse tion" for 1  j < i  N : (i) remove the edges (h(1) ; h(2) ) and (v(1) ; v(2) ), and (ii)
ij

ij

ij

ij

pla e a opy of the graph H at the ij interse tion while identifying the verti es x1 ; y1 ; x2 ; y2
(2)
of the opy of H with the verti es vij(1) ; vij(2) ; h(1)
ij ; hij , respe tively, of the ij interse tion.
The instan e of EDP will now omprise of the graph G together with the N sour e-sinks
pairs T = f(si ; ti ) : i 2 [N ℄g.
If there are edge-disjoint paths from x1 to y1 and x2 to y2 in H , then there are
N edge-disjoint paths in G, one onne ting si to ti , for ea h i 2 [N ℄.

Claim 1

Suppose A1 and A2 are two edge-disjoint paths in H onne ting x1 to y1 and x2
to y2 respe tively. For r 2 [N ℄, de ne the path Qr in G to be the sr -tr path that is the
(2)
same as the path Pr of the skeleton G0 ex ept that instead of using the edges (h(1)
ij ; hij )
and (vij(1) ; vij(2) ) (for the relevant values of i; j for the path Pr ), it uses the edge-disjoint paths
A1 and A2 , respe tively, of the lo al opy of H at the ij interse tion. The paths Qr thus
de ned are learly edge-disjoint.
Proof:

If there exist edge-disjoint paths Qi1 and Qi2 in G onne ting si1 to ti1 and si2 to
ti2 , respe tively, for any 1  i1 6= i2  N , then there must be two edge-disjoint paths in H
from x1 to y1 and x2 to y2 .

Claim 2

Identify G with its embedding in the plane. Clearly, one an extend Qi1 to a
losed ontour where si2 ; ti2 are on the outside and inside respe tively. It follows ( f. [25℄)

Proof:
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that Qi2 must ross this ontour, but this implies that there exists p; q su h that Qi1 ; Qi2
ea h uses one of the edges asso iated with the pq interse tion.
Now going ba k to the graph G, the two paths Qi1 and Qi2 will interse t at a point as
guaranteed by the above fa t, i.e Qi1 enters at x1 and leaves at y1 in the opy of H at this
interse tion, while Qi2 enters at x2 and leaves at y2 , and the edge-disjointness of Qi1 and
Qi2 implies that there must exist two edge-disjoint paths in H from x1 to y1 and x2 to y2.
The above two laims imply that YES instan es of 2DIRPATH are mapped to instan es of
EDP where all N pairs an be satis ed, while NO instan es are mapped to instan es of
EDP where at most one pair is satis ed. This reates a gap of N , and sin e the number
of ar s in G equals m = O(N 2 jAj) = O(N 2+ ) (re all that N = jAjd1=e ), the gap equals
(m1=(2+) ). Finally, note that the hoi e of  > 0 was arbitrary. This ompletes the proof
of the theorem.
The USF and ISF problems on dire ted graphs are NP-hard to approximate
for any  > 0.

Corollary 3.1

within m1=2



Extending these m1=2  -hardness results for EDP, USF and ISF to undire ted graphs
pose problems of widely varying degrees of diÆ ulty. For ISF the task is straightforward as
there is an easy approximation-preserving redu tion from the independent set problem in a
graph G. Namely, one reates a new graph G0 obtained by reating a non-adja ent opy v0
of ea h node in G. Ea h edge in G0 is assigned a apa ity of one, and we in lude a demand
between ea h v and v0 for a ow of size dv , the degree of v. This together with H
astad's
inapproximability result for independent set [12℄, gives
Unless NP = ZPP, ISF on undire ted graphs annot be approximated to within
of the optimum in polynomial time, for any  > 0.

Fa t 3.1

m1=2



At the other end, the hardness of undire ted EDP remains an interesting open question. Indeed, even the hardness of edge- apa itated USF remains open. We show next an
inapproximability bound of n1=2  , for any  > 0, on node- apa itated USF in undire ted
graphs.
We start by formally de ning the undire ted node- apa itated USF problem, denoted
Undir-Node-USF. We are given an undire ted graph G = (V; E ) with positive integral apa ities on the nodes, and k sour e-sink pairs (si ; ti ) with a positive integer demand di
13

and a \pro t" ri for i 2 [k℄ | the obje tive is to nd a subset of the pairs that an be
routed feasibly (i.e all node apa ities are obeyed) and that maximizes the total pro t (as
before we only get the pro t for a pair (si ; ti ) when its demand di is fully routed on a single
path). When all pro ts are equal, we refer to the version as being \unweighted". Note that
unweighted Undir-Node-USF is simply the lassi al vertex-disjoint paths problem when all
demands and apa ities are equal to 1.
It is NP-hard to approximate unweighted
for any  > 0.

Theorem 2

n1=2



Undir-Node-USF

within a fa tor of

We will see that the above theorem is nearly tight sin e LP-based (or greedy) algorithms,
su h as those presented in the following se tion for the edge- apa ity version, an a hieve
p
an approximation ratio of O( n poly(log n)) for Undir-Node-USF.
The proof of Theorem 2 is based on a redu tion from SAT along the lines of the NPhardness proof for two- ommodity integral ow presented in [7℄.
Given an instan e of Undir-Node-USF with two sour e-sink pairs, it is NP-hard
to de ide if both pairs an be feasibly routed, even if all node apa ities are 1 or 2, and the
two demands are 1 and 2.
Theorem 3

Given an instan e of SAT, we will reate an undire ted graph G = (V; E ) with
four distin t nodes s1 ; s2 ; t1 ; t2 and node apa ities : V ! f1; 2g with the property that
the instan e of SAT is a yes-instan e if and only if G ontains a pair of node-disjoint paths
P1 ; P2 su h that Pi is a path from si to ti and P2 only uses nodes of apa ity two.
The graph G is obtained by stringing together n y le gadgets, one for ea h variable xi
in the SAT instan e. Cy le i is formed by ombining two paths Txi and Txi ea h of whi h
alternates between apa ity 2 and apa ity 1 nodes. We join the left end-points of these
paths into a new node ai and the right end-points into a new node bi ; ea h of ai and bi
have apa ity 1. We also reate two apa ity 2 nodes Ci ; Ci for ea h lause i, 1  i  m,
and onne t Ci to Ci+1 for 1  i < m, and also in lude edges from these to nodes in y le
gadgets orresponding to the literals in lause i | see Figure 2. In addition we add verti es
s1 ; s2 ; t1 ; t2 to G and join s1 (resp. t1 ) to the node a1 in the y le Tx1 (resp. node bn in Txn )
where x1 (xn ) is the rst (last) variable in the SAT instan e as per some arbitrary ordering.
The vertex s2 is onne ted to C1 and t2 to Cm .
Proof:
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Figure 2: The redu tion from SAT to Undir-Node-USF
Now onsider a pair of paths P1 ; P2 satisfying our Undir-Node-USF problem. The path
P2 must have the form s2 C1 v1 C1 C2 v2 C2 : : : Cm t2 , where ea h vi is a node orresponding to
some literal x in lause i. The path P1 must therefore have the form s1 Q1 Q2 : : : Qn t1 where
ea h Qj is either Txj or Txj . Sin e ea h Qj is disjoint from ea h vi , the path P1 determines a
satisfying truth assignment for the instan e of SAT in the natural way. Conversely, a solution
to the node- apa itated unsplittable ow problem an be obtained from a satisfying truth
assignment.
We remark that the pre eding proof (and hen e Theorem 2) ould be extended to
showing hardness of USF with only the extra ondition that ow paths must be nodedisjoint (and not arbitrary node apa ities). We now return to our task of proving hardness
of Undir-Node-USF. In the following, we refer to an instan e of Undir-Node-USF in whi h
there are two sour e-sink pairs, all node apa ities are 1 or 2, and the demands of the two
pairs are 1 and 2, as 2PAIR-Undir-Node-USF.
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We use a onstru tion similar to the one used in Theorem 1 { the
main di eren e is that at ea h \ij interse tion" we now pla e a hard instan e I of 2PAIRUndir-Node-USF above, instead of the 2DIRPATH instan e we used in Theorem 1. Suppose
the two sour e-destination pairs in instan e I are (x1 ; y1 ) and (x2 ; y2 ), with demands 1 and
2, respe tively. We onstru t the graph for Undir-Node-USF as follows. We start with the
same skeleton graph G0 of Theorem 1 and make the following modi ations. At ea h ij
(2)
(1) (2)
interse tion, 1  j < i  N , we remove the edges (h(1)
ij ; hij ) and (vij ; vij ), and pla e a
opy of the instan e I at the ij interse tion while identifying the verti es x1 ; y1 ; x2 ; y2 of
(2)
the opy of H with the verti es vij(1) ; vij(2) ; h(1)
ij ; hij , respe tively, of the ij interse tion. For
the nodes in the opy of I pla ed at the \ij interse tion" (for 1  j < i  N ) we hange
the apa ities of nodes with apa ity 1 (re all that all nodes in instan e I have apa ity
1 or 2) to n i, and those of nodes with apa ity 2 to n j . We set the apa ity of the
(2)
verti es vij(1) and vij(2) as n i and the apa ity of h(1)
j . Finally, we set the
ij and hij as n
demand of the pair (si ; ti ) to n i, for i 2 [N ℄.
We rst show that if the instan e I is feasible, then the demands of all the N (si ; ti )
pairs an be fully met by a feasible routing. The argument is along the lines of the proof
of Claim 1. Suppose A1 and A2 are two node-disjoint paths in I su h that Ai is a path
from xi to yi , i 2 f1; 2g and A2 uses only nodes of apa ity two. This implies that at any
ij interse tion in G, 1  j < i  N , there are two node-disjoint paths, one from vij(1) to
(2)
vij(2) that passes through nodes with apa ity at least n i, and the other from h(1)
ij to hij
that passes through nodes with apa ity at least n j . For ea h i, de ne the path Qi in
G to be the si -ti path the same as the single bend path from si to ti in G0 ex ept that
(2)
(1) (2)
instead of using the edges (h(1)
ij ; hij ) and (vij ; vij ) (for the relevant values of i; j for the
path Pr ), it uses the node-disjoint paths A1 and A2 , respe tively, of the lo al opy of I at
the ij interse tion. The set of paths Qi are node-disjoint and at ea h ij interse tion, the
path Qi passes through nodes with apa ity at least n i, thus ompleting our rst laim.
We now show that if there exist two paths Qi1 and Qi2 onne ting si1 to ti1 and si2 to
ti2 , respe tively, for any 1  i1 < i2  N , then there must be two node-disjoint paths in
I , one from x1 to y1 and from x2 to y2, with the latter path traversing nodes of apa ity
of 2 only. Sin e the apa ity of the verti es vij(1) and vij(2) , for i > i1 , is less than n i1 ,
the path Qi1 (resp., Qi2 ) annot pass through any vertex vij(1) or vij(2) , for i > i1 (resp., for
(2)
i > i2 ). Similarly, sin e the apa ity of the verti es h(1)
ij and hij , for j > i1 , is less than
(2)
n i1 , Qi1 annot pass through any vertex h(1)
ij or hij , for j > i1 . It thus follows that
Proof of Theorem 2:
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the path Qi1 passes through ea h ii1 interse tion, i > i1 . A geometri argument along the
lines of Claim 2 implies that Qi2 interse ts with Qi1 at some ii1 interse tion. Due to the
above restri tion on path Qi2 , it follows that the two paths meet at some ii1 interse tion,
for i1 < i  i2 . The subgraph pla ed at the ii1 interse tion has node apa ity either n i1
or n i. Sin e the demand being routed along path Qi1 is n i1 > n i, it follows that
the path Qi1 uses nodes of apa ity ex lusively n i1 . By onstru tion, the subpaths of
Qi1 and Qi2 in the ii1 interse tion yield two paths A2 and A1 , respe tively, for the instan e
I , that satisfy the following onditions: The path A1 is from x1 to y1, the path A2 is from
x2 to y2 and passes through nodes of apa ity 2 only, and the two paths are node-disjoint.
This ompletes the proof of our se ond laim.
Analogous to the proof of Theorem 1, the above two laims establish that it is NP-hard
to approximate unweighted Undir-Node-USF to within a fa tor of O(n1=2  ), where n is the
number of nodes in the Undir-Node-USF instan e.
In the next se tion we give an (essentially tight) approximation algorithm for USF based
on rounding an optimal solution to the LP (5). Standard rounding te hniques are not as
easily applied to ISF; we defer the positive results for the latter problem to Se tion 5.
3.2

An LP-Based Approximation for

USF

p

We now give a simple algorithm to approximate USF to within O( m log m log log m) when
p
umin  dmax , and an O( m(log m)3=2 )-approximation without this assumption, but with
the requirement that dmax is polynomially bounded.
If all demands are between 1 and 2, then there is a polynomial-time randomized
algorithm to ompute a routing for USF that, w.h.p, a hieves an approximation fa tor of
p
O( m log m) and satis es all apa ity onstraints.
Theorem 4

We assume w.l.o.g. that the maximum pro t, maxi ri , is 1; otherwise, we an
s ale the pro ts appropriately. We rst solve LP-Unsplit. If the LP value LPu is less
p
p
than m, then routing the demand with the highest pro t yields a m approximation.
p
Therefore, in the remainder of the proof, we assume that LPu  m. We s ale down the
LP ow by a fa tor of 1=6, and perform standard rounding. In the rounding pro edure,
ea h demand is sele ted independently with a probability equal to one-sixth of the fra tion
routed in the LP. Thus, the expe ted total pro t of the rounded solution is (LPu ). Sin e

Proof:
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p

LPu  m and the pro t of ea h demand is in [0; 1℄, it follows from Proposition 2.3(2) that
w.h.p. the total pro t of the rounded solution is (LPu ). The rounded solution, however,
may violate the apa ity of many ar s. We now show that we an obtain a solution whi h
p
w.h.p. has value (LPu = m log m) and does not violate any ar apa ities.
Heavy and Light Edges. Let 0 denote the quantity 12 ln m. Call an ar x heavy if

u(x) > 0 and light otherwise. Our rst laim is that with probability at least (1 1=m),
the rounded solution does not violate the apa ity of a heavy ar . To see this, de ne Xx to
be a random variable that indi ates the total number of demands routed through an ar x.
Therefore, E [Xx ℄  u(x)=6. Applying Proposition 2.3(1) with Æ = u(x)=(2E (Xx )) 1, we
obtain
!E [Xx℄
u(x)
eÆ
Pr[Xx >
℄ 
2
(1 + Æ)1+Æ
E [Xx℄

 u(e)=(2eE (X ))
x
 e 6 ln m
 3
 m1 :
In the third step, we use the inequality E [Xx ℄  u(e)=6, and in the nal step, we use 12 ln m.
We have thus shown that with probability at least 1 1=m, at most u(x)=2 paths are
hosen to go through an ar x of apa ity at least 12 ln m. Sin e all demands are between
1 and 2, it follows that, with probability at least 1 1=m, no heavy ar is violated.
Pro essing the Rounded Solution. Now let

R denote the set of paths in a solution

obtained by standard rounding. A path P 2 R is said to be -light if the total apa ity
asso iated with the light ar s that lie on this path is exa tly . Partition R into two sets
R1 and R2 su h that R1 is the set of all -light paths with  pm 0 , and R2 = R n R1 .
It is easy to see that R ontains at most m 0 = paths whi h are -light. Thus, jR1 j is at
p
most m 0 .
Initialize S1 to be the single-element set onsisting of a path of largest pro t in R1 .
For a given set S of paths, let profit(S ) denote the sum of the pro ts of the sour e-sink
p
pairs routed in S . Clearly, profit(S1 )  profit(R1 )= m 0 . Constru t also another set
S2 of paths as follows: Repeatedly pi k a path P of largest pro t from R2 , add P to S2 ,
and delete P along with all paths in R2 that share a light ar with P . Sin e the total
p
apa ity of light ar s is at most m 0 , it follows from Proposition 2.4 that for any path
18

P in R2 , the total number of paths in R that share a light ar with P is O(pm 0 ) with
probability at least 1 1=m2 . Therefore, with probability at least 1 1=m, for every path
p
added to S2 , only O( m 0 ) other paths in R2 are thrown away. Thus, upon termination
p
(i.e. when R2 = ;), profit(S2 ) is (profit(R2 )= m 0 ) w.h.p. Output the better among
the solutions S1 and S2 .
Approximation Ratio and Corre tness. It is lear from the pre eding des ription that

p

we are guaranteed a pro t of (profit(R)= m 0 ); this yields the laimed approximation
guarantee as profit(R) is (LPu ) w.h.p. To see that with w.h.p., the set of paths in S2
does not violate the apa ity of any ar , observe that: (a) no two paths in S2 share a light
ar , and (b) with probability 1 1=m, the set of paths in R does not violate the apa ity
of a heavy ar .
If all demands are polynomially bounded, then there is a polynomial-time randomized algorithm to ompute a routing for USF that, w.h.p, a hieves an approximation
p
fa tor of O( m log3=2 m) and satis es all apa ity onstraints.
Theorem 5

Let dmax = O(mO(1) ) denote the largest demand. Partition the demands into
O(log m) lasses, say D0 ; D1 ; ::: where the lass Di ontains all demands in the interval
[2i ; 2i+1 ). Find a solution for ea h demand lass using the approa h of Theorem 4. Output
the solution with the largest pro t. By pigeonhole prin iple, one of these lasses ontains
(1= log m)-fra tion of the optimum solution's total pro t. The theorem follows.
Proof:

p

with arbitrary demands an be approximated to within a O( m log m log log m)
fa tor if the minimum ar apa ity is at least as large as the largest demand.

Theorem 6

USF

Without loss of generality, we may assume that dmin = 1. As before, partition the
demands into lasses D0 ; D1 ; :::; Dq where the lass Di ontains all demands in the interval
[2i ; 2i+1 ). Set p = q (log log m + log ) where is the onstant of Corollary 2.3, and de ne
D1 = Spi=1 Di and D2 = Sqi=p Di. Also, for some optimal solution, let opt1 and opt2
denote the pro t generated by ommodities in the demand sets D1 and D2 respe tively.
Proof:

Sin e the maximum demand in D1 is at most
(dmax = log m)  (umin = log m),

by Corollary 2.3, it follows that opt1 an be approximated to within a onstant fa tor. On
the other hand, we an use Theorem 4 to nd an approximate solution for ea h demand lass
19

Di with p  i  q. By pigeonhole prin iple, one of these lasses ontains (1= log log m)fra tion of opt2 . Choosing the better of the two solutions, we get the desired approximation
ratio.

4

Bounded Length Edge-Disjoint Paths

We are given a (possibly dire ted) graph G = (V; E ), in whi h ea h edge e has a given
nonnegative length. We are also given an integer L, whi h is referred to as the length
bound. The length of a path is de ned to be the sum of the lengths of the edges on the
path. In BLEDP, we are given a set T of k sour e-sink pairs (s1 ; t1 ); : : : ; (sk ; tk ), and the
goal is to nd a subset S  T of maximum ardinality su h that all (si ; ti ) pairs in S an
be onne ted by edge-disjoint paths, ea h path of length at most L. In the (s; t)-BLEDP
problem, we are given a single pair (s; t), the goal is to nd a maximum number of edgedisjoint s{t paths where ea h path has length at most L.
We onsider ( ; )-approximations for the BLEDP problems. An ( ; )-approximation
algorithm is one that obtains for ea h instan e I with length bound L,  opt(I ) edgedisjoint paths ea h of length at most L, where opt(I ) is the size of the optimal solution.
For onvenien e, we refer to an ( ; 1)-approximation as an -approximation.
4.1
4.1.1

( ; )-Approximating (s; t)-

BLEDP

Inapproximability results

A simple redu tion from 2DIRPATH shows that the dire ted version of (s; t)-BLEDP does
not have a polynomial time ( 21 + ; 43 )-approximation algorithm unless P = NP. This
redu tion, however, is inexorably tied to the dire ted ase; indeed the undire ted version
of 2DIRPATH is solvable in polynomial time by the work of Robertson and Seymour [27℄.
One ould possibly atta k the undire ted ase, however, by onsidering the related NPhard problem (see [7℄) INTEGER2COMMODITY where in we are given an undire ted graph
G = (V; E ) and distin t verti es x1 ; x2 ; y1 ; y2 2 V , and the obje tive is to nd a maximum
olle tion of edge-disjoint paths, ea h joining xi to yi for i = 1 or 2. We note that the halfintegral version of INTEGER2COMMODITY ow was shown to be polynomially solvable in
a lassi al paper of Hu [13℄. We now give a redu tion whi h shows MAX SNP-hardness of
both undire ted (s; t)-BLEDP and INTEGER2COMMODITY; a similar result for undire ted
20

(s; t)-BLEDP has re ently been obtained independently in [3℄.
For both undire ted as well as dire ted graphs, (s; t)-BLEDP with a length
bound of six is MAX SNP-hard. Hen e, there exist onstants and , < 1 and > 1,
su h that there is no polynomial-time ( ; )-approximation for (s; t)-BLEDP unless P=NP.

Theorem 7

We prove the desired laim for undire ted graphs only. The proof an be easily
amended to apply to dire ted graphs.
The redu tion is from Bounded O urren e 3-Dimensional Mat hing (3DM) and follows the redu tion presented in [21℄ whi h in turn is motivated by ideas from [10℄. In an
instan e I of 3DM, we are given three disjoint sets A = fa1 ; a2 ; : : : ; an g, B = fb1 ; b2 ; : : : ; bn g
and C = f 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; n g, and a set T of m triples T 2 A  B  C ,  2 [m℄. It is shown in
[14℄ that there exists an 0 > 0 su h it is NP-hard to distinguish between instan es I where
there exist n disjoint triples in T ( all them \satis able" instan es) and those where there
are at most (1 0 )n disjoint triples in T ( all these \0 -unsatis ed" instan es), even if we
assume that ea h element of A; B; C is in the same onstant number M of triples in T .2
We denote the th triple T as (ap ; bq ; r ) for some 1  p ; q ; r  n.
Proof:

Create an undire ted graph H = (V; E ) as follows:

[

fbi; i : i 2 [n℄g fx ; y :  2 [m℄g
[
[
fail : i 2 [n℄; l 2 [M 1℄g fs; tg
E = f(s; bi ); ( i ; t); (ail ; t) : i 2 [n℄; l 2 [M 1℄g
[
f(s; x ); (y ; ap ;l ) :  2 [m℄; l 2 [M 1℄g
[
f(bq ; x ); (x ; y); (y ; r ) :  2 [m℄g

V =







The graph H ontains a vertex for ea h element in the sets B and C , and (M 1)
verti es for ea h element in A. In addition, there are 2 spe ial verti es s and t, and tuple
verti es x and y , for ea h triple . The vertex s is onne ted to ea h vertex orresponding
to elements in B , and the tuple verti es x1 ; x2 ; :::; xm . Similarly, the vertex t is onne ted
to ea h vertex orresponding to elements in C , and the n(M 1) verti es orresponding to
the elements in A. Finally, for ea h tuple T = (ap ; bq ; r ), we onne t x to bq and y ,
y to r as well as (M 1) opies of ap . We assign positive integer lengths on every edge
2

A tually we only need the fa t that ea h element in
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Ao

urs in some onstant number of triples.

of H and onsider the problem of nding the maximum number of edge-disjoint s-t paths
of total length at most 6 in H . The edges (s; x ) for  2 [m℄ have a \length" of 3 ea h, and
the edges (y ; r ) have a length of 2, while all other edges have a length equal to 1.
We now laim that (a) [ ompleteness℄ if the instan e I of 3DM is satis able, then we
an nd Mn edge-disjoint paths from s to t of length at most 6, and (b) [soundness℄ if I is
0 -unsatis ed, then there are at most (M 0 =2)n su h s-t paths in H .
Let us rst verify the ompleteness. Suppose T1 , T2 , : : : ; Tn are n disjoint triples.
Denote fi = qi and gi = ri for i 2 [n℄. De ne the paths Pi = [s; bfi ; xi ; yi ; gi ; t℄
for i 2 [n℄, and the paths Q = [s; x ; y ; ap ;l ; t℄ for  2 [m℄ f1 ; 2 ; : : : ; n g and an
l 2 [M 1℄ de ned su h that no two 's whose orresponding triples \share" an element of
A, have the same value of l . (This is possible to a hieve sin e the fa t that ea h element of
A is present in exa tly one triple among T1 ; : : : ; Tn implies that, for ea h element ai 2 A,
there are M 1 su h 's in the set [m℄ f1 ; : : : ; n g.) It is now easy to he k that the
paths Pi and Q are all edge-disjoint and that ea h has length exa tly 6.
To prove soundness, suppose there is a olle tion C of (Mn Æn) edge-disjoint s-t paths
of length at most 6. Clearly at most (M 1)n of these paths use a nal edge of the form
ap ;l t and hen e at least (1 Æ)n of the paths in C use a nal edge of type i t. Any su h
path of length at most 6 is easily veri ed to be of the form Pi above. The bi 's and j 's used
in these paths are all distin t and yield a set S of (1 Æ)n triples whi h have distin t B
and C \ oordinates". If some ai is present in say t > 1 triples in S , we an only take 1 of
these in a 3-mat hing. But then we also \lost" at least t 1 potential paths of the form
Q for our olle tion C . Thus ai was used to get at most (M t) paths of the form Q
(as opposed to the M 1 paths in the ompleteness ase). We an learly lose at most Æn
su h paths in all, and hen e by retaining in S at most one triple ontaining any ai , for ea h
i 2 [n℄, we will be left with a set of at least (1 2Æ)n disjoint triples.
We have thus proved that the undire ted (s; t)-BLEDP problem (even with a length
bound of 6) is MAX SNP-hard, and in fa t for any  > 0, there is no polynomial-time
(1 2M0 ; 76 )-approximation for (s; t)-BLEDP unless P=NP.
One an easily amend the previous redu tion to obtain the following laim.
Corollary 4.1

INTEGER2COMMODITY

is MAX SNP-hard.

We reate an instan e of INTEGER2COMMODITY by taking the graph H in
the pre eding proof, and splitting s and t into s1 ; s2 ; t1 ; t2 as follows. The node s1 will be

Proof:
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adja ent only to the nodes bi and t1 will be adja ent only to the i . Similarly, s2 is adja ent
to the x 's and t2 is adja ent only to the ail 's. The si ti paths are one of the two types
pres ribed in the original proof.
4.1.2

An

(1 ; 1=)-approximation

algorithm for

(s; t)-BLEDP

We are given an undire ted graph G, length bound L, a sour e s and a sink t in G. Let p
be the optimal number of edge-disjoint paths from s to t, where ea h path has length at
most L. In this se tion, we present a simple algorithm that obtains, for any positive real ,
at least (1 )k paths, ea h of length at most L=.
We rst de ne a minimum- ost ow problem in G from s to t, where the ost of an
edge is de ned to be its length and the value of the desired ow is p. Sin e there exists a
ow of value p and ost at most pL, the minimum- ost ow algorithm returns a set S of
edge-disjoint paths from s to t su h that the sum of all of the path lengths is at most pL.
By averaging, it follows that at least (1 )p s-t paths in S have length at most L=, thus
yielding the desired approximation.
4.2

Hardness of

4.2.1

Hardness of

-approximating

BLEDP

(s; t)-BLEDP

For dire ted graphs, (s; t)-BLEDP is NP-hard to approximate within a fa tor
for any  > 0.

Theorem 8

of m1=2



The redu tion is from 2DIRPATH. Given an instan e [H ; x1 ; x2 ; y1 ; y2 ℄ of 2DIRPATH,
we onstru t an instan e [G = (V; A0 ); s; t; L℄ where G is the same dire ted graph as the
one onstru ted in the proof of Theorem 1 together with two new verti es s and t, and ar s
joining s to s1 ; s2 ; : : : ; sN and joining t1 ; t2 ; : : : ; tN to t, and L is a suitable length bound to
be mentioned later in the proof.
We now de ne non-negative integer lengths on the ar s and onsider the problem of
nding edge-disjoint paths of total length at most L between s and t. In the dire ted graph
G, the ar s at the bend (the ones in ident to dii for i 2 [N ℄) and the ar s whi h lie wholly
within the various opies of H , get a length of zero. The ar (s; si ) gets a length of i, and
the ar (ti ; t) gets a length of N i, for i 2 [N ℄, and all other ar s have a length of 1.
We now laim that any s; t path P with total length at most 2N 1 must use a \bend",
i.e must go through drr for some r 2 [N ℄. Indeed, let the path P go through si and tj .

Proof:
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Then, if it does not use a bend, all ar s it uses in the underlying grid of (the skeleton of)
G have a length 1, and at least j su h \verti al" ar s and N i + 1 su h \horizontal"
ar s are required for any dire ted path through si and tj . This, together with the lengths
i and N j on (s; si ) and (tj ; t) respe tively, implies that P has total length at least
i + (N j ) + j + (N i + 1) = 2N + 1. Hen e, using the same geometri argument as in the
proof of Theorem 1, we an prove that in the ase when there are no edge-disjoint paths
between x1 ; y1 and x2 ; y2 in H , the maximum number of edge-disjoint (s; t)-paths in G of
length at most 2N 1 is one.
Also, when we start from a YES instan e of 2DIRPATH, there are N edge-disjoint (s; t)dire ted paths of length 2N 1 in G, namely the N paths Pi where Pi is the (s; t) path
that goes through si and ti via the \bend" vertex dii . That is, the path Pi follows i verti al
ar s from si up to dii and then N i + 1 horizontal ar s to ti , for an overall length of
i + (i 1) + (N i) + (N i) = 2N 1.
Thus the gap between the optimum values of the instan es reated from the YES and
NO instan es of 2DIRPATH is N , whi h as before will prove an inapproximability bound of
m1=2  by hoosing N suitably.
4.2.2

Hardness of

BLEDP

We now employ an approximation preserving redu tion from the independent set problem
to establish that BLEDP, even on undire ted graphs, is hard to approximate within m1=2  .
Unless NP = ZPP, BLEDP on undire ted graphs annot be approximated in
polynomial time within a fa tor of m1=2  for any  > 0.
Theorem 9

The redu tion is from the independent set problem. Assume we are given a graph
G = (V; E ) with V = f1; 2; : : : ; ng. It is known that unless NP = ZPP, it is not possible to
distinguish in polynomial time between the ases when (G)  n1 0 and when (G)  n0
for any xed 0 > 0 [12℄.
Starting from G, we onstru t a \grid graph" instan e of BLEDP [H ; f(si ; ti ) : i 2 [n℄g℄
as follows. The n sour es si orrespond to the verti es (i; 0) respe tively, while the n sinks
ti orrespond to (0; n i + 1) respe tively. Ea h si is onne ted to ti through a \ anoni al"
path Qi = [si ; a[i; 1℄; a[i; 2℄; : : : ; a[i; n i℄; b[i 1; n i+1℄; b[i 2; n i+1℄; : : : ; b[1; n i+1℄; ti ℄;
here, we view ea h a[i; j ℄ and b[i; j ℄ is as an edge (with a designated entry and exit point)
pla ed at vertex (i; j ) of the plane grid (for 1  i; j  n with i + j  n). The adja en y
Proof:
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information of G is en oded in H by identifying the edges a[i; n j + 1℄ and b[i; n j + 1℄
whenever verti es i and j (with i < j ) are adja ent in G; this serves the purpose that
whenever i and j are adja ent in G, the anoni al paths Qi and Qj will share an edge
(viz. the \identi ed" opy of a[i; n j + 1℄ and b[i; n j + 1℄), and thus annot both be
simultaneously routed.
We assign a length of 2 to the following edges: (i) (si ; a[i; 1℄) for 1  i < n, and
(b[1; n i + 1℄; ti ) for 1 < i  n; (ii) a[i; j ℄ and b[i; j ℄ for i; j su h that i + j  n; and (iii)
edges joining the \exit" of a[i; j ℄ (respe tively b[i; j ℄) to the \entry" of a[i; j +1℄ (respe tively
b[i 1; j ℄) for i; j su h that i > 1 and i + j < n. We assign a length of 1 to all other edges.
We now laim that the only si -ti path in H of total length at most 4n 3 is the anoni al
path Qi . We rst note that the unique shortest path between any two verti es in the same
row (or the same olumn) is simply the shortest-hop path that is ontained in the row (or
olumn). Therefore, it follows that the shortest si ti path lies wholly within the portion of
the grid X = f(p; q) : p  i and q  n i + 1g, sin e any other path will ontain a subpath
onne ting two verti es in the same row (or olumn) that is not the shortest path between
the two verti es. Any si -ti path in X passes through at least n grid points. At ea h grid
point, ex ept the point (i; n i + 1), there is an edge of length 2. The edge at (i; n i + 1)
has length 1. In addition, there are n 1 edges of length 2 that onne t these grid points
together. So any path that does not pass through the edge lo ated at grid point (i; n i +1)
has ost at least 4n 2. The shortest si ti path is a path that lies wholly in X , passes
through (i; n i + 1), and passes through the least number of other grid points in X . The
unique path that satis es the pre eding onditions is Qi and has length 4n 3.
Thus, starting from G, we an, in polynomial time, onstru t a graph H with n sour esink pairs (si ; ti ) su h that the maximum number of pairs whi h an be joined by edgedisjoint paths of length at most 4n 3, equals (G). The gap of n1 20 in (G) thus
learly translates into a gap of m1=2 0 for the BLEDP instan e we reate, and the proof is
ompleted.

5

Greedy Algorithms for

USF, ISF and BLEDP

We now show that the hardness bounds for all problems onsidered an be mat hed (up to
polylogarithmi fa tors) by suitable adaptations of a greedy algorithm. We give the \ ore"
algorithm in Figure 3, although subroutines must be tailored for the di erent problems
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onsidered. In the ode des ription, a network refers to a dire ted graph together with
integer apa ities on the ar s. The operation of de rementation of a network by a ow f ,
results in a new network for whi h the apa ity on an ar e is pre isely fe units less than
before.
Greedy Multi ommodity Routing (greed)

f

/* Input is a dire ted network in whi h ea h ar

le in f0; 1g */
1. S = ;;

e has

length

2. While (there is an unsatisfied demand)
3.
4.

For ea h demand pair s-t in

D S

f from s to t in the residual network;
P
(i.e., f is an s-t flow that minimizes the measure e fe le )

Find a shortest flow

5.

EndFor

6.

If no routings are found, then Output Current Solution;

7.

Let s-t be a demand pair that has the shortest flow value,

8.

f be the flow from s to t;
De rement the residual network by the flow f ;
Add s to S ;
among all demand pairs, and let

9.

10. EndWhile

g

Output Current Solution;

Figure 3: The \ ore" greedy algorithm
The ows (or routings) f found by the greedy algorithm (refered to as greed) depend
(e.g., split or unsplit) on the problem version being addressed. In any ase, \shortest" (see
P
line 4 of the algorithm) will always refer to minimizing the measure e fele where le is
either 0 or 1. In the ases of USF and ISF, the problem of nding su h an f redu es to
solving a shortest path or min ost ow problem respe tively. For BLEDP with length bound
L, the \shortest ow" f is a sour e-sink path with the fewest number of edges among all of
the sour e-sink paths of length L. In the following, we brie y des ribe a simple subroutine
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that omputes su h a path. It is suÆ ient to provide an algorithm that given a dire ted
graph D = (V; A), a sour e s, a sink t, and a positive integer k, determines a path that has
length at most L and has less than k edges, if su h a path exists. We now de ne su h an
algorithm.
We onstru t a layered dire ted graph D0 = (V 0 ; A0 ) in whi h the set V 0 onsists of k
opies of ea h vertex in V . We denote the ith opy, 1  i  k of a vertex v in V by vi . For
every ar (u; v) in E , we have the following k 1 ar s in A0 , ea h of whi h has the same
length as that of (u; v): (ui ; vi+1 ) for 1  i < k. In addition, for ea h v in V , we have the
following k 1 ar s in A0 , ea h of length zero: (ui ; ui+1 ) for 1  i < k. It is now easy to see
that there is a path in D from s to t that has length at most L and has at most k ar s if
and only if there is a path in D0 from s1 to tk that has length at most L. Moreover, given
a path P 0 in D0 from s1 to tk that has length at most L, we an onstru t, in polynomial
time, a path in D from s to t that has length at most L and has at most k ar s. To omplete
the des ription of the algorithm, we note that we an determine the existen e of path P 0
by nding the shortest path between s1 and tk .
In [16℄, [20℄, and [22℄, the greedy algorithm is analyzed to show that it satis es at least
p
Ou = m demands for an instan e of EDP (also see [5℄). (Re all that Ou denotes the optimum
p
value for a given USF instan e.) Their arguments may be extended easily to give u(A)approximations for unsplittable problems with general demands and apa itated networks
P
(where u(A) = e u(e)). We improve this bound for apa itated networks by invoking the
greedy algorithm several times.
Consider a unit-pro t instan e of USF in a dire ted graph D. If dmax 
dmin  for some integer , then the greedy algorithm may be used to nd a solution whi h
satis es at least 2Opum demands.

Theorem 10

pmO g. Call an ar lipped if
Consider a guess O for Ou and set uOe = minfue ; dmin
uOe 6= ue . We asso iate a length le with ea h ar in the following manner: e is assigned a
length of 0 if it is lipped and 1 otherwise. Run the greedy algorithm on the graph DO
obtained by redu ing the apa ity of ea h ar e to uOe . Let P1 ; P2 ; : : : ; Pt be the ow paths
hosen by the greedy algorithm in DO .
Let Q be those demands whi h are satis ed in some optimal solution but not by the
greedy algorithm. Let Q be a path in the optimal solution satisfying some demand in Q.
It follows that there is an ar e in D su h that (i) Q uses the ar e, and (ii) the greedy
Proof:
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algorithm is using at least a apa ity of uOe dmax on the ar e. Otherwise, the greedy
algorithm ould have satis ed this demand along the ow path Q. Now if e were a lipped
dmax )=dmax  2Opm demands
ar then the greedy algorithm must have routed ( Odpmin
m
and we are done. So we may assume this is not the ase and hen e ea h su h Q must ontain
an ar of length 1 from DO that is in ommon with some Pi .
We now build on the ideas used in [20, 22℄ and analyze how many demands in the set
Q are not satis ed due to a greedily sele ted ow path Pi. Let ni denote the number of
ar s of length 1 in the greedy ow path Pi . Consider any ar e and the greedy ow paths
routed through it. We an imagine e as a bin of apa ity uOe su h that ea h su essive
greedy ow path is allo ated a ontiguous blo k of apa ity on e. In an analogous manner,
the optimal ow paths orresponding to the demands in Q an be viewed to have been
allo ated su essive ontiguous blo ks of apa ity on e. A greedy ow path Pi is said to
blo k an optimal ow path Q if i is the least index su h that (a) Pi and Q share a ommon
ar e of length 1, and (b) the apa ity blo k of Pi on e overlaps with the apa ity blo k of
path Q. Sin e ea h blo ked optimal path Q uses up a apa ity of dmin at least and ea h
greedy path Pi uses a apa ity of dmax at most, we dedu e that any Pi may blo k at most
ni ddmax =dmin e  ni  ow paths in Q. Let ki denote the number of optimal ow paths
( orresponding to demands in Q ) that are blo ked by Pi . It follows that ki  ni . But
also by the de nition of the greedy algorithm, we have that ea h su h blo ked ow must
have used at least ni dmin  (ki =)dmin units of length 1 apa ity. Hen e the total length
P 2
1 apa ity used by the unrouted paths from the optimal solution is at least dmin
 i ki .
Combining this with the observations that all length 1 ar s are un lipped and that the total
P
available length 1 apa ity is at most e2A(D) uOe , we obtain

P

dmin ( ti=1 ki )2


t

t
X
X O p
(6)
ki2 
ue  mOdmin :
i=1
e2A(D )
2
p
P
Sin e i ki = jQj = Ou t, we obtain (Out t)   mO. Running the above pro edure
for various possible values of O (guessed within a fa tor of 2 by doubling), we may dedu e
that t  2Opum as required.

 dmin


If  > 2, we an divide the demands into O(log ) lasses and do the above analysis for the
lass that has the largest number of pairs satis ed by an optimal solution. This would give
us a solution that satis es at least O( log Oupm ) demands. The pre eding argument applies
equally well (with  = 1 of ourse) to BLEDP and so we obtain the following result.
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Theorem 11

p

There is a polynomial-time O( m) approximation algorithm for BLEDP.

At rst glan e, it may appear that the proof of Theorem 10 also gives a similar bound
for the integral splittable problem. There is a snag, however; we may only dedu e the
following.
Consider a unit-pro t instan e of the ISF problem. Then by applying the
Ois
greedy algorithm O(log n) times, we may nd a solution whi h satis es at least 2pmd
max
demands.
Theorem 12

p
Mimi the proof of Theorem 10 dire tly, ex ept lip ea h apa ity at O pdmmax .
The proof breaks down only be ause we annot guarantee that the ow Pi blo ks at most
ni  ow systems from an integral splittable optimum. Indeed, we an only dedu e that Pi
must use at least ki units of length 1 apa ity, and hen e so do ea h of the ows whi h it
p
P
blo ks. Equation (6) be omes i ki2  mdmax O, and the rest then follows.

Proof:

Returning to the general versions with pro ts and arbitrary demands, the repeated
greedy algorithm, together with te hniques from the proof of Theorem 6, gives us an upper
bound on the approximation fa tor that nearly mat hes the hardness result of Corollary 3.1.
The general USF problem with arbitrary polynomially bounded demands an
p
be approximated to within a fa tor of O( m log2 m). The general ISF problem with arbitrary
p
polynomially bounded demands an be approximated to within a fa tor of O( mdmax log2 m).
Corollary 5.1
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